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Abstract 

 

The term 'stress' is used to refer to the perceptual salience at certain places in strings of syllables, 

but it has several different referents: (a) relative syllable salience in an utterance; this is syllable, not 

word oriented; (b) stress in a word; this is part of the lexical phonology; (c) stressing of words in 

uterances for various aspects of propositional and expressive meaning, often called 'accent(uation)'. 

(b) and (c) are word and meaning oriented. In this paper, the terms are more stringently defined. 

'stress' is only used to refer to a lexical stress position (referent (b)), i.e. a syllable in a word that 

becomes the docking place for various types of 'accent' to weight words in utterances (referent (c)). 

'stress' has no physical attributes by itself. 'Prominence' refers to the patterns of salience in syllable 

strings (referent (a)).  The paper reports results of an experiment in prominence perception of the 

logatome baba, in which the physical parameters f0, syllabic duration, and overall acoustic energy 

were systematically varied across the bisyllable. 16 German subjects had to indicate, by pressing 

buttons of a computerized reaction time decivce, whether the first or the second syllable was more 

prominent. F0 was a more powerful cue than the other two. Equal syllable duration on a monotone 

resulted in more first-syllable judgements, which could be counteracted by a slightly falling f0 

contour on the second syllable to reach equal response frequencies for the two syllables. This ties in 

with Lehiste's earlier findings that f0 movement increases the perception of duration. Extrapolating 

from the results, a research programme for prominence perception is developed that will eventually 

shed new light on the investigation into the nature and manifestation of speech rhythm. 
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1 The perceptual salience of syllables and words: 'stress', 'accent(uation)', 'prominence' 

The term most commonly used to refer to the perceptual salience at certain places in strings of 

syllables is 'stress', but usage covers several different senses:  

(a) It may refer to relative syllable salience in an utterance, comprising all the factors that make 

syllables stand out in various degrees; this is the global sense which is syllable, not word oriented. 

(b)  On the other hand, it is regularly used for 'lexical stress' at the level of the phonology of the word; 

this is the most restricted sense.  

(c)  In addition, it may refer to the stressing of words in utterances for various aspects of propositional 

and expressive meaning; this is a less restricted usage, also called 'accent(uation)', and it is often 

conflated with 'lexical stress', both being word-oriented   

 

This multifarious usage not only creates muddled concepts but also leads to constant 

misunderstanding. The different domains of the "stress" term need to be separated by using a 

differentiated terminology with more stringent definitions.  What I propose is to restrict the term 

'stress' exclusively to (b), i.e. to the level of lexical stress, as a place marker in the phonology of 

words in a language that has lexical stress (this excludes, for instance, French or Chinese). It is an 

abstract phonological specification of a position (a syllable) in a word; it has no physical attributes by 

itself. The place marker may be at any specific position in a word, with a high functional load for 

word differentiation, as in Russian, or it may be at a fixed position, with no functional load, as on the 

initial syllable in Finnish or on the penultimate in Polish, or it may be (in part) conditioned by 

morphology, with a low functional load, as in English or German; however, irrespective of the 

functional load, the position is essential for word intelligibility. 
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The lexical stress position is the place where a sentence accent (sense (c)) primarily manifests itself 

when a word is to receive one for propositional or expressive meaning. The physical manifestation 

depends on the type of accent – neutral, contrastive, emphatic, negative or positive intensification. A 

word citation (isolated or in a metalinguistic frame) is an utterance that receives a sentence accent, 

which will normally be produced with neutral accentuation. Word citation forms, differentiated by 

lexical stress position, have provided the domain, where the traditional "stress" category has been 

analysed in its physical parameters since Fry [1955, 1958]. But these measurements are 

measurements of a type of sentence accent that is associated with a lexically stressed syllable, not of 

lexical stress per se. It is only through this sentence accentuation that the phonological lexical stresses 

become physically manifested. When the type of accent is changed, different measurements are 

obtained in its physical parameters. This distinction between 'stress' as a lexical syllable position and 

'accent' as the highlighting of a word in an utterance, which has its physical exponents on the lexically 

stressed syllable, was clearly recognised by Bolinger [1986, pp. 14 f]: 

"Ordinarily, when we speak of stressing something, we refer to giving it special emphasis. But it is 

misleading to think of the stressed syllable of a word as something that is regularly more emphatic 

than the other syllables. Rather, that syllable is the one that will get the special emphasis whenever 

the word is emphasized. … The stressed syllable is the one that carries the potential for accent."  

 

In more recent phonetic research, the terms 'stress' and 'accent' both came to be regarded as  being 

physically manifested, 'stress' being the default realization of a lexically stressed syllable outside 

focus, as determined by word phonology, 'accent' its realization for contrast under narrow focus, 

superimposed on its default properties. For example, de Jong (2004) and de Jong and Zawaydeh 

(2002) established the default condition (for English and Arabic) by word citation as against the 

contrastively accented condition in utterance context. Sluijter and van Heuven (1996) worked with 
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word citation in metalinguistic frames for Dutch in both cases:  "Wil je canon ZEGgen (en niet 

opschrijven)./Wil je kanon ZEGgen (en niet opschrijven). – "Wil je CAnon zeggen (en niet 

liedje)./Wil je kaNON zeggen (en niet geweer)." Here 'accent' is associated with an accent-lending 

pitch movement in narrow focus, which is absent from 'stress'. Thus, "stress is a structural, linguistic 

property of a word that specifies which syllable in the word is the strongest…the potential docking 

sites for accent placement" (p2471), but it also has physical properties of its own.  

 

This paper takes the argumentation one step further, maintaining that 'lexical stress' is no more than 

the specification of a position in a word for 'accent' placement, and that in all these experimental 

designs there is always some form of the 'accent' category realised. Propositional accentuation of 

words in an utterance need not be narrow focus for contrast, but may be neutral marking of 

importance, as when one of Sluijter and van Heuven's subjects, who was excluded from the data 

analysis, realised accents on both canon/kanon and zeggen.  The Kiel Intonation Model (KIM) 

separates sentence accent from lexical stress, and distinguishes four accent levels for the 

differentiation of sentential meaning (Kohler, 1997a,b, 2006a): 

 

(1) default accentuation – symbolized by &2 in front of the accented word 

The English sentence &2Peter is &2writing a &2letter. provides information about what a person 

called Peter is doing, for instance in answer to the question What is Peter doing? Each default accent 

has its own pitch movement, resulting in a series of peak patterns with successive declination, thus 

giving all three content words equal informational weight. The same applies to the German equivalent 

&2Peter &2schreibt einen &2Brief. 
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(2) partial deaccentuation – symbolized by &1 in front of the accented word 

The English sentence &2Peter is &1writing a &2letter. also provides information about what a 

person called Peter is doing. However, here the verb does not get its own pitch movement but is 

integrated into a hat pattern spanning the stressed syllables of all three words. This reduces the 

informational weight of the verb in relation to the other two content words. The same again applies to 

the German equivalent &2Peter &1schreibt einen &2Brief. If the information is about what Peter has 

done the syntactic and prosodic structures are still the same in English: &2Peter has &1written a 

&2letter. Due to a different syntactic structure in German, the verb now comes after the direct object, 

but accentuation stays the same:  &2Peter hat einen &2Brief &1geschrieben. If the verb gets a 

separate pitch peak pattern at all, its extension is much reduced; the accent is mainly carried by 

duration of the stressed syllable on a low pitch. If the verb gets the default accent &2geschrieben its 

informational weight becomes greater than that of the direct object, this contrasts writing to some 

other action, such as typing. 

 

(3) complete deaccentuation – symbolized by &0 in front of the accented word 

The English sentences &2Peter is &0writing a &2letter. and &2Peter has &0written a &2letter. 

provide information about what a person called Peter is writing or has written, for instance in answer 

to the question What is/has Peter writing/written?  The verb is realised in a pitch dip between the two 

peak patterns, and the stressed syllable is shorter than for &1. If &0writing is integrated into a hat 

pattern its stressed syllable is again shorter. In either case, the informational weight of the verb is 

reduced still further, to the extent that it only refers to an action which the speaker assumes to be 

given in the argumentation structure. This also holds for the German equivalent &2Peter &0schreibt 

einen &2Brief.  In the German present perfect construction &2Peter hat einen &2Brief 

&0geschrieben. the verb reeceives no separate pitch movement, but trails off on a low pitch after the 
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peak fall on the direct object, and has a shortened stressed syllable. In none of these cases, is the 

object contrasted with something else, the information is just differentially weighted. 

 

(4) reinforced accentuation –  symbolized by &3 in front of the accented word 

The English sentences &2Peter is &0writing a &3letter. and &2Peter has &0written a &3letter. not 

only provide information about what a person called Peter is writing or has written, but contrast this 

with a different object, for example an essay; similarly in the German equivalents &2Peter 

&0schreibt einen &3Brief.  and &2Peter hat einen &3Brief &0geschrieben. In these cases, the pitch 

excursion on the direct object goes above the declination line.  

 

In this presentation of the 4-level accent sytem of KIM, reference has only been made to 

propositional highlighting by accentuation. Over and above this, there are the functions of emphasis 

by insistence and by positive or negative intensification of the meaning of words, which are also 

coded by accentuation, but their physical manifestations are different again (Kohler 2006b, Kohler 

and Niebuhr 2007). Languages that have lexical stress make use of its position in words as a default 

docking place for the broad array of accents in speech interaction. When there is no lexical stress, 

specific syllables, singled out by the prosodic structuring of the language, function as such docking 

places for sentence accents. For example, in a neutral French utterance, the last non-schwa syllable of 

a mot phonétique, which constitutes a prosodic phrase, receives an accent, signalled by pitch and 

strong vowel lengthening. On the other hand, an accent d'insistence is linked to the first syllable of a 

word that starts with a consonant, through an increased consonantal duration and a pitch movement in 

its nucleus. So, irrespective of the word phonology of a language, with or without lexical stress, the 

research goal is the same – the analysis of the accentual system and its physical manifestations for the 

coding of meaning functions in speech communication in the languages of the world. To achieve this, 
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the rules of syllable selection for accent docking need to determined, followed by the analysis of the 

physical exponents of the different types of accent that differentiate sentential meaning. In languages 

with lexical stress, the phonological lexicon tells us where these positions are in the default case. 

With this research perspective, it is not useful to attempt an analysis of physical parameters of lexical 

stress. Thus, the terms 'stress' and 'accent' should be used with reference to stress position in words 

and accentual manifestations, at these postions, of words in utterances, respectively.  

 

This leaves sense (a) of the traditional usage of the term "stress", for which 'prominence' is proposed, 

a scalar property of relative perceptual salience. It is not related to the word but to strings of syllables 

and their syntagmatic salience patterns. It is thus the key category in the study of speech rhythm, 

which, although it builds on meaningful linguistic structures, nevertheless cuts across them. This can 

be demonstrated with the well-known Mother Goose nursery rhyme 

Every | lady | in this | land  

has | twenty | nails u|pon each |hand  

five and | twenty on | hands and | feet  

and | this is | true with|out de|ceit 

The marking of bars and the line organization represent a regular flow of trochaic bars that are 

congruent with the syntactic structures and are supported by rhyme on the rhythmic beat at the end of 

lines. To create this rhythm the function word in gets the strong beat prominence whilst in a prose 

reading it would be as weak in prominence as this. Furthermore, this rhythm can only be achieved 

when the word form upon is used, on would disturb the rhythmic flow. But this perfectly regular 

rendition of waning prominences produces non-sensical meaning. The proper meaning can, however, 

be conveyed with the following rhythmical structure: 
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Every | lady | in this | land  

has | twenty | nails. on |each hand  

five. and | twenty on | hands and | feet  

and | this is | true with|out de|ceit 

The rhythm is also trochaic, but there is enjambement, with syntactic and prosodic phrasing 

boundaries inside bars and lines, and rhymes not supporting the syntactic organization. The rhythmic 

flow can still become quite regular if the prosodic boundaries nails. and five. are created by phrase-

final pitch movement rather than lengthening and, of course, without pauses. However, in this case 

upon has to be replaced by on, otherwise the rhythmic flow would again be disturbed. 

 

The example shows that there are two organizational principles in speech: (a) meaning-driven 

through lexical, morphological and syntactic structuring, and (b) rhythm-driven through waxing or 

waning prominence profiles over syllables. The two principles may work against each other, as in 

prose text reading, but either the one or the other may win in different speaking styles, the semantic 

principle in spontaneous speech, where constant dysfluencies prevent the establishment of recurring 

rhythmic patterns over long stretches of time, and the rhythmic principle in nursery rhymes, as the 

most elementary speech stylization to engender regularity of bodily movement in children, where 

meaning takes second place. The experienced orator, for example Martin Luther King, is able to 

make the two principles converge for optimal rhetorical effect on an audience.  So, rhythm in speech 

is not only controlled by speech style but also by individual speakers' proficiency which may be 

arranged along a scale from bad to good rhythmicity, and both need to be taken into account in the 

study of rhythm in languages. And the study of rhythm in speech should exclude senses (b) and (c) of 

"stress" from the analytic investigation, and concentrate on sense (a). This paper presents a first 

analysis of the physical parameters that create prominence profiles in speech perception as a 
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precursor to future rhythm research. The discussion will be illustrated by audio examples and 

accompanying graphs, which can be found in a ppt file that is made available as an online supplement 

at http://www.karger.com/ 

 

2 The perception of prominent syllables 

In the experiment to be reported, subjects are asked which syllable of 2-syllable logatomes is more 

prominent, and they are carefully instructed to respond to their impression of the syllable that stands 

out more. The term "stress" is not used at all, and the word level is deliberately excluded. Thus, the 

experiment is in between psychoacoustics and speech perception. It is speech perception because the 

stimuli are clearly perceived as syllables in a language. On the other hand, it is different from speech 

because it is highly stylized. It may therefore be calld 'psychophonetic'.  

 

There are at least four parameters that determine prominence. They are recurring timing patterns of  

• fundamental frequency 

• syllabic duration 

• syllabic energy 

• spectral dynamics 

They are all produced and perceived as grouping of syllables, by creating waxing and waning 

prominence profiles. F0 seems to be more powerful as a grouping property than the other three, 

although it has barely been included in the analysis of prominence. Syllabic duration and acoustic 

energy patterns also code global speech rate and loudness, and there is thus interaction between the 

prominence, rate and loudness levels. Spectral dynamics seems to be the weakest of the grouping 

parameters, as it is most closely related to much more local events.  
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Waxing and waning prominence profiles created by f0, duration and acoustic energy have long been 

known from psychoacoustic experiments with sine waves [Handel, 1989]. In the listening experiment 

presented here, ba disyllables were varied systematically in f0 movement pattern, complementary 

vowel duration and complementary amplitude envelope for prominence identification on the first or 

the second syllable.  

 

2.1 Hypotheses 

(1) Starting from two identical ba syllables with flat f0, the manipulation of each parameter sepa-

rately can change perception of the prominent syllable. 

(1.1) Changing f0 on the second ba from falling to rising-falling produces a steep change from first-

syllable to second-syllable prominence in the identification function.  

(1.2) Complementary changes from long-short via equal to short-long durations, within the same 

speech rate, also produce a change from first-syllable to second-syllable prominence in the 

identification function, but it is less steep. 

(1.3) Complementary changes from strong-weak via equal to weak-strong energy envelopes, within 

the same loudness, also produce a change from first-syllable to second-syllable prominence in 

the identification function, but it is again less steep. 

(2) The change-over points from first-syllable to second-syllable prominence, within the same 

duration and energy ranges, move to the right in  flat f0 series compared with the falling f0 

series, or to the left compared with level-falling or rising-falling f0 patterns.   

(2.1) There are trading relations between f0 and duration or energy profiles, which are, however, not 

linear. F0 has greater weight for prominent-syllable perception and cannot be counteracted by 

the other parameters at all if it is rising-falling. 
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2.2 Method 

2.2.1 Stimulus generation 

From a natural production of a series of baba trochees by a male speaker, the first ba was selected, 

the voicing of the plosive replaced by silence, and the syllable duplicated. The new bisyllable was 

then processed in praat to put a flat f0 of 124 Hz across the vowels and to lengthen it linearly to stop 

durations of 63 ms and vowel durations (including the release burst) of 189 ms. This stimulus was 

named p00e00d00. From it, 5 series, containing 7 stimuli each, were generated in praat (f0 and 

duration) and in CoolEdit (energy envelope). 

 

• Pitch Series: p[14,13,12,11,01,21,22]e00d00  

Three points were defined in the second syllable: (i) the beginning of the second stop (ii) the centre of 

the second vowel (iii) the end of the second vowel. The flat f0 across the first vowel was kept, the 

centre point (i) was raised in two 1-semitone steps and lowered in 4 1-semitone steps, and the end 

point (iii) was lowered by 5 semitones in all cases. The points were connected linearly. The first digit 

of p?? refers to lowering (1) or raising (2), the second digit to the degree of lowering or raising. 

Figure 1 shows the graphic display of the generated f0 patterns, and Slide 1 of 

http://www.karger.com/kohler_phonetica-rhythm.ppt provides the audio series in relation to the 

graphic protocol in ascending order. 

((Figure 1 about here)) 

 

• Syllable duration series with flat f0: p00e00d[13,12,11,00,21,22,23] 

To create the same overall speech rate, syllable duration change was complementary between the two 

syllables. Only the vowels, excluding the plosive release and the final 4 periods, were changed. The 

maxima were chosen in such a way that the syllables sounded neither clipped nor drawn out. The 
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following changes were applied to the first and the second syllable: +30% -30%, +20% - 20%, +10% 

- 10%, -10% +10%, -20% +20%, -30% +30%. The first digit in d?? refers to increasing the duration 

of the first syllable (1) or of the second syllable (2), the second digit to the degree of the increase. 

Slide 2 (loc.cit.) provides the stimulus generation protocol and the audio series in first-syllable 

descending order.  

 

• Syllable duration series with f0 centre point lowered by 1 st: p11e00d1[3,12,11,00,21,22,23] 

The same duration patterns were generated starting from stimulus p11e00d00 of the pitch series. Slide 

2 (loc. cit.) provides the audio series in first-syllable descending order.  

 

• Energy envelope series with flat f0: p00e[13,12,11,00,21,22,23]d00 

To create the same overall loudness across the series, the energy envelope change was 

complementary between the two syllables and dynamic within each syllable. The maxima were 

chosen so as to avoid pure loudness changes. In the strengthened syllable, there was a linear decrease 

from the raised envelope value at the beginning of the vowel to 100% at its end. In the weakened 

syllable, there was a linear decrease from the lowered envelope value at the beginning of the vowel to 

1 dB lower at its end. The final value of the first and the intial value of the second vowel were 

connected linearly across the silent medial stop phase. The following changes were applied to the first 

and the second syllable: 141% 71%, 126% 79%, 112% 89%, 89% 112%, 79% 126%, 71% 141%. 

The first digit in e?? refers to increasing the energy envelope of the first syllable (1) or of the second 

syllable (2), the second digit to the degree of the increase. Figure 2 shows the graphic display of 

generated energy envelope patterns, and Slide 3 (loc.cit.) provides the audio series in relation to the 

graphic protocol in first-syllable descending order. 

((Figure 2 about here)) 
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• Energy envelope series with f0 centre point lowered by 1 st: p11e[13,12,11,00,21,22,23]d00 

The same energy envelope patterns were generated starting from stimulus p11e00d00 of the pitch 

series. Slide 3 (loc. cit.) provides the audio series in first-syllable descending order.  

 

2.2.2 Listening experiment and subjects 

For each of the 5 generated series a listening test was compiled in which each of the 7 stimuli 

occurred 5 times in randomized order. The five tests, with a total of 5*7*5 = 175 stimuli, were run in 

one experimental session, with short breaks between the sets, and took about 45 minutes. At the 

beginning of the experiment, subjects were given recorded instructions, which explained the concept 

of prominence with reference to rhythmic beats in current binominal phrases and in verse reading, not 

mentioning the term 'stress' at all. They were told that they were going to hear bisyllabic baba 

utterances, in which either the first or the second syllable was more prominent, and that they had to 

decide which they thought it was by pressing one of two buttons of a computerized reaction time 

measuring system. Subjects were warned that in some cases the answer might be difficult but that 

they should always decide on one of the two alternatives. This was followed by 10 trials to 

familiarize the listeners with the task and with the technical equipment. The stimuli were presented 

through loudspeaker in the sound-treated studio of the IPDS Kiel. The RT measuring system was 

designed for tests with groups of up to 8 listeners, so the test was run with two groups of 8. Group1 

did the experiment in the order p11e00d?? – p11e??d00 – p00e00d?? – p00e??d00 – p??e00d00, 

Group2 in the order p11e00d?? – p11e??d00 – p??e00d00 – p00e00d?? – p00e??d00. Subjects were 

students at Kiel University, mostly of psychology or phonetics, they were all native speakers of 

German. 6 subjects in Group1 and 3 subjects in Group2 had not done a speech rhythm listening test 

before. The reaction times vary enormously between the speakers in general, and between Groups 1 

and 2 in particular. Since the subjects were not told to react as quickly as possible they set their own 
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reaction speeds, and potential differences in the reaction times to variously clear prominence patterns 

are submerged in the general noise created by the individual listeners' reactions. Therefore, only the 

identification data have been analysed. 

 

2.3 Results 

2.3.1 Group data  

The frequencies for first and second-syllable prominence were summed for each listener and stimulus, 

for each Group1, 2 and stimulus, and for the total Group1_2 and stimulus, and relative frequencies 

were calculated. There were very few occurrences of “no answer”: 5 of 2800 reactions = 0.18%. The 

distributions are very similar in the 2 subject groupings, and Chi2 tests for homogeneity of samples 

confirmed that group differences can be treated as accidental, and all subjects grouped together for 

further statistical analysis and interpretation.  

 

2.3.2 Data from the 5 series 

Figure 3 shows the response data to the 7 stimuli in each of the 5 series. Statistical testing must 

consider the repeated-measures and matched-subjects designs of the test session, with answers to 

different stimulus sets coming from the same listeners. For data comparison, the stimulus p11e00d00 

was used as the yardstick, since it was perceived in a preceding pilot experiment as equal between 

first and second syllable prominence. So, for each listener in the pitch subtest, the answers to the 3 

stimuli to the left of p11e00d00 were summed, and likewise the 3 to its right. To be able to include 

the responses to the central stimulus p11e00d00 in multiple comparison tests, the proportion of “1st 

syllable prominence” responses was calculated for each block of 3 and for the single stimulus. The 

stimulus series in the other four subtests were also divided into the centre stimulus and one stimulus 

block of 3 on either side, and then the same processing of the response data was applied. The non-
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parametric test of multiple comparisons of dependent samples according to Wilcoxon-Wilcox was 

used for inferential statistics [Sachs, 1974], running a multiple comparison test of subject x stimulus 

blocks, for each subtest condition, with the proportion of 1st syllable responses as the dependent 

variable. The test value for the differences of rank sums between the 3 stimulus blocks in each test 

condition across the subjects (n=16, k=3, p=5% two-tailed) is D=13.3. If the rank sum difference 

exceeds the test value the two compared stimulus blocks may be regarded as being non-randomly 

distinguished in prominence perception.  

     ((Figure 3 about here)) 

 

In all test series, the difference between the left and the right block is significant. In the f0 series 

p??e00d00, the difference between the centre stimulus and the right block is also significant, and the 

one between the centre stimulus and the left block is just under significance (d=12). In the energy 

series p11e??d00, the difference between the centre stimulus and the left block is significant, and in 

the remaining 3 series the differences between the centre stimulus and the right block are significant. 

Inferential testing of the descriptive results shows that in the two p00 series, the centre stimulus 

clusters with the first three stimuli in high response frequency to 1st syllable prominence whereas in 

the p11e??d00 series it clusters with the last three stimuli. The identical p11e00d00 stimulus in the 

p11e00d?? series also clusters with the first three stimuli. 

 

In the p??e00d00 series, p11e00d00 keeps the clearest distance from both blocks. The response 

function thus has the steepest slope in the f0 series, with the centre stimulus representing the 

indecision point between 1st and 2nd syllable responses. The identical centre stimulus in the 

p11e??d00 series also represents this indecision point. But in the two p00 series the indecision point 

shifts to the next stimulus to the right. This may be explained as reflecting the lack of final 
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lengthening in the p00e00d00 stimulus, resulting in predominant 1st syllable judgements in spite of 

identical syllables. So, duration or amplitude envelope strengthening of the second syllable is 

necessary to reach the indecision point. In p11e00d00, however, the pitch movement in the second 

syllable already compensates for the lack of final lengthening, in both the p??e00d00 and the 

p11e??d00 series (cf. Lehiste 1976). It was also expected in the p11e00d?? series but not confirmed, 

which may be due to a position effect in the sequencing of the five series in the experiment: 

p11e00d?? was presented first to both groups of listeners and may have introduced a bias towards 1st 

syllable response due to the frequent trochaic lexical stress pattern in German and thus to a greater 

expectation of initial prominence at the outset of the experiment, affecting stimuli 4-7. 

 

2.4 Discussion 

The analysis of the data confirms hypothesis (1) and its three sub-hypotheses (1.1-1.3): systematic 

variation, separately, of f0, syllable duration and acoustic energy patterns across two otherwise 

identical syllables changes prominence perception from 1st to 2nd syllable. f0 produces the sharpest 

change and steepest psychometric function across the stimulus series.  

 

Hypothesis (2) is confirmed as well: the change-over point is at the centre stimulus p11e00d00 in the 

energy and f0 series, p11e??d00 and p??e00d00, but to the right of the centre stimulus p00e00d00 in 

the duration and the energy series, p00e00d?? and p00e??d00. In the centre stimuli of all series, the 

two syllables are identical in duration and energy profile. If this is combined with flat f0 on both 

syllables, perception tends towards 1st syllable prominence, in spite of complete syllabic identity, but 

a 1-st fall on the second syllable adjusts perception to prominence equality. It is still an open issue 

why this pattern did not emerge in the p11e00d?? series, where p11e00d00 clusters more closely with 

the first three stimuli of the series. Duration and energy series with p01, p21 and p22 were not 
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included in the experiment because a preceding pilot study had suggested that f0 in these stimuli is 

such a dominant parameter for 2nd syllable prominence perception that duration and energy profile 

manipulation has to be so extreme, if it can produce a shift to 1st syllable prominence at all, that rate 

or loudness changes prevail. Hypothesis (2.1) is thus also confirmed: there are trading relations 

between f0, syllabic duration and syllabic energy patterns, but f0 is stronger than the other two.  

 

Those who look at lexical stress as being defined by the physical parameters f0, duration and energy 

may raise the question as to how one can be sure that what is found in this experiment has nothing to 

do with lexical stress. In other words, would it be possible that if subjects were asked to judge word 

stress their performance would be similar? And some may point out that in addition to lexical stress, 

other functions, such as focus, also make use of similar cues, so subjects may be responding to accent. 

Both judgements of lexical stress and accent presuppose the perception of words and meaning. But 

since there are no German words at all in the test, and since all test items are of the same very simple 

logatome syllable type, a lexical orientation can be ruled out. This also makes judgements of lexical 

stress position, as in increase noun vs. verb of Fry's experiment, very unlikely. The test design forces 

subjects to judge the relative prominence of segmentally identical syllables, not stress position in 

words. There may, however, be some influence from the predominant first-syllable word stress 

pattern in German, resulting in subjects' expectation of greater prominence on the first ba syllable, 

and thus leading to a bias towards first-syllable responses in less clear stimuli. But since there is a 

change between the perception of trochaic and iambic prominence patterns in all series such an 

influence can be considered minor, and it does not invalidate the clear results of the differential 

contributions of the three acoustic parameters to prominence perception. The disregard of a lexical 

bias in the interpretation of the data is supported by the fact that the only German word the baba 

items bear a sound resemblance to is Papa "papa" (with aspirated instead of unaspirated plosives), 
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which may be stressed either on the first or the second syllable.  

 

3 Conclusion and outlook 

More data with more subjects and a more balanced experimental design in the rotation of subtests 

across groups of listeners will be necessary to buttress the results obtained so far and to tease apart 

procedural artefacts from strategies in prominence perception. The syllable structures will also have 

to be expanded to include other vowels, other consonants, and consonant clusters. Syllable chains 

need to be varied in type and number of syllables, including vowel reduction, thus moving towards 

more natural speech patterns.  

 

The scaling of the various physical parameters in their contributions to perceived prominence needs 

to be addressed as well and may be approached with an experimental design that was first suggested 

by Pfitzinger [1999]. The idea is to scale bisyllables that have been varied in f0, syllabic duration, 

syllabic energy, spectrum, according to their prominence profiles (degrees of 1st syllable, equal, 

degrees of 2nd syllable prominence) by asking listeners to place the stimuli along a straight line 

representing degrees of 1st-to-2nd-syllable prominence. This is carried out in a computer-aided 

interactive discrimination test using a desktop shell where three perceptual anchors are defined and 

where subjects can place and arange the labels of stimuli and compare their sound as often as they 

wish. After placing the labels according to the perceptual parameter, they are to check them for their 

correct order, and all perceptual distances between them for corresponding distances on the scale. 

This paradigm was first applied to rate perception. Figure 4 illustrates the adaptation to prominence 

perception, and Slide 4 in http://www.karger.com/kohler_phonetica-rhythm.ppt provides audio 

examples for scaling. The three anchors are  
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• in the middle of the desktop: the centre stimulus of the f0 series in 2.2.1, which perception 

analysis has already established as the likely equalization point 

• to the left and to the right: the left and right end points of the f0 series. 

((Figure 4 about here)) 

 

The scaling of physical parameters in the perception of prominence patterns of bisyllables can 

subsequently be used to generate trochaic and iambic rythmical prominence profiles in multi-syllable 

chains, and to successively expand them to bars containing more and varying numbers of syllables. 

These stimuli can then be evaluated perceptually as to their rhythmic regularity. Thus, the study of 

prominence patterns leads to a new approach to the analysis of speech rhythm. 

 

Finally, this progression in the analysis of prominence patterns, from simple bisyllables to larger 

rhythmic structures, needs to be applied to other languages. The parameters of f0, syllabic timing, 

syllabic energy and spectral dynamics are expected to be combined differently to create perceptual 

prominence patterns in different languages, especially in those that are traditionally regarded as 

belonging to opposed rhythm classes, such as French compared with German (or English). It is 

hypothesized that this will already show up at the lowest level of prominences in disyllables, with a 

different weighting of duration and f0, due to the fact that, in French, phrase-final syllables are made 

prominent by strong lengthening in addition to pitch movement, and that, consequently, in order to 

shift prominence perception to the intial syllable, the French listener would need greater duration 

compensation. So, running the experiment of this paper, using the same stimuli, with French subjects 

should be the first step. This is feasible since the sound categories of bilabial stop and open vowel 

belong to both languages, even though the phonetic implementation differs, and the perception of 

prominence patterns in bisyllabic logatomes is directly related to the physical parameters, 
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independent of meaning. Moreover, lexical stress position cannot be an intervening variable since it is 

not part of the phonology of French. Depending on the outcome, the stimuli can, in a second step, be 

adjusted to the spectrum of French realisations of baba in its sounds and its prosodic properties. This 

adjustment becomes mandatory as syllable chains, still of the logatome type, are expanded to long 

phrasal prominence patterns, where the different rhythmical structures of French as against a West 

Germanic language manifest themselves. It is hoped that this progression from simple to complex and 

from short to long prominence patterns in two languages that differ so fundamentally in their 

prominence structuring will eventually shed new light on the investigation into the nature and 

manifestation of speech rhythm. 
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Fig. 1. F0 manipulation in the 2nd syllable of baba: lowering and raising of mid-vowel point   

in 1-semitone steps.  
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Fig.2. Complementary amplitude envelope changes in baba syllables in series with flat-pitch and  

with 1-semitone lowering of pitch 
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Fig. 3. Relative frequencies of first and second-syllable prominence perception in 5 series of 7 baba 
stimuli each: (i) f0 series (ii) duration series with falling f0 in 2nd syllable (iii) energy series with 

falling f0 in 2nd syllable (iv) duration series with flat f0 (v) energy series with flat f0; 2 Groups of 8 

subjects each; 80 responses to each stimulus. 
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Fig. 4. Scaling of pitch, energy and duration, following Pfitzinger (1999). 

 


